Abstract: The notion of a unique integrand does not a priori makes sense in field theory: different Feynman diagrams have different loop momenta and there should be no reason to compare them. In string theory, however, a global integrand is natural and allows, for instance, to make explicit the separation between left and right-moving degrees of freedom.
Introduction
In the last few years, a variety of results for scattering amplitudes in field theory at loop-level have been derived using string theoretic methods. Interestingly, many of them have focused on integrands and have involved explicit dependence on a loop momentum defined globally for a string integrand.
While this is a peculiar idea from a traditional Feynman perspective, this concept is actually present, though maybe not emphasised, since the very early days of string theory [1] . The seminal papers [2] [3] [4] [5] then laid the foundations for the definition of the loop momentum in string theory amplitudes in their modern formulation as conformal field theory correlation functions integrated over the moduli space of Riemann surfaces. Those correlation functions can be written as holomorphic squares in loop amplitudes only in presence of loop momentum. Especially non-trivial for superstrings (in the RNS formulation), this property was called chiral splitting.
However, some aspects related to the precise definition of the loop momentum had not been worked out and the recent results alluded to above require to now re-investigate this question. I have especially in mind two categories of results: the monodromy relations at higher loops in string theory derived in [6] and the scattering equation or ambitwistor string methods at loop level. This paper will be focussed on the former, I allude to the latter in the discussion.
The monodromy relations in string theory were originally derived at tree-level [7] [8] [9] . They are now understood to generalize of the Bern-Carrasco-Johanson [10] (BCJ) duality between colour and kinematics that underlie the so-called double-copy construction [11] of gravity integrands as squares of Yang-Mills integrands. While implemented very efficiently to compute loop amplitudes, see for instance the last recent achievement at five loops and references therein [12] , this duality is still not understood from first principles.
The tree-level relations were extended to all loop orders in [6] in open string theory. 1 This gives hope that string theory can shed light on the colour-kinematics duality and these relations need to be understood deeper. In particular, some aspects related to the definition of the loop momentum were only conjectured in [6] and the present paper intends to fill this gap and show in details how to apply the monodromy relations at higher loops.
Another aspect that this paper deals with is the notion of an integrand in field theory. In [6] , it was emphasized that the relations induced in field theory by the stringy monodromies are valid globally at the integrand level, i.e. mix different integrands of different graphs at the same value of the loop momentum, as in [18] . We will see how this picture generically emerges from the field theory limit of string amplitudes.
Here is a summary of the main contributions of this paper:
1. A precise definition of the loop momentum in the string theory integrand in 2, from a review of classic computations and from solving directly the classical equations of motion for the string. The definition requires working on a so-called canonical dissection of the surface (see fig. 1 ), which, importantly, breaks modular invariance [4] because it does not allow to modify the homology basis anymore. 2 
2.
A careful study of its field theory limit (in sec. 2, which as a by-product gives how the loop momentum is distributed across all Feynman graphs appearing in this limit. This analysis uses some tools to study the degeneration of Riemann surfaces.
3. Finally I provide applications of these definitions in loop amplitudes. In particular, we shall see in details how the monodromy relations work two and three-loop amplitudes, which support further the claim that the monodromy relations generalize the BCJ duality. More precisely it will support the conjecture that in all higher loop relations, the monodromy relations always combine the numerators appearing in the field theory limit into groups of graphs called BCJ triplets.
It should be noted that in this paper we will exclusively be concerned with the bosonic part of the string amplitudes, which is the one that carries the loop-momentum zero modes.
Further applications of these results are presented in the discussion 5 together with open questions.
The presence of loop momentum is standard in the operator formalism of the string theory, this is for instance the was that amplitudes are derived in the classic book by Green Schwarz and Witten [19] . These representations have the advantage to make chiral splitting manifest [5] , i.e. the string integrand is factorized as a product of a purely left-moving (holomorphic) and right-moving (anti-holomorphic) part. The traditional form of the string amplitudes is obtained after integrating out the loop-momentum, which induces non-holomorphy in the integrand and destroys its chiral splitting.
The drawback, however, is that this formalism is difficult to use at high multiplicity and loop orders because it amounts to do a very complicated Feynman diagram computation, and the number of graphs increases quickly. Besides, the structure of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces at higher genus essentially renders the whole process unusable. The modern approach to string theory scattering amplitudes is based on complex (super)-geometry and conformal field theory techniques [4] . In this manner, the non-holomorphic terms are generated from the start [2] [3] [4] [5] , essentially because meromorphic functions on Riemann surfaces must have the sum of their residues vanishing (via Stoke's theorem). 3 We review this construction now.
We will review the construction of the universal part to string theory amplitudes at loop-level. It is the generalisation of the Koba-Nielsen factor i<j |z i − z j | α k i ·k j ubiquitous to tree-level string amplitudes. Here and throughout, z i will be the locations of the vertex operators on the string worldsheet, α is the string Regge slope, and k i are null momenta of the states, all taken to be incoming, that satisfy momentum conservation n i=1 k i = 0 for and n-particle process.
Along the way we shall see how the loop momentum appears. We will mostly follow [4] , and supplement the construction with careful normalisations and definitions of the loopmomentum. Note that the paper [20] presents details on these computations and an exhaustive reference list on the matter.
In the conformal gauge, the Polyakov action for closed strings reads
where X µ (z,z) are the coordinates of the string in d-dimensional target flat space. The equations of motion of the theory without vertex operator insertions split the X field into left and right-movers as
which will share a common zero mode x L = x R and a loop momentum zero mode to be introduced momentarily.
In the presence of n standard exponential vertex operator insertions, 4
the phases can be inserted in the action and the object we seek to compute is given by:
where the double bracket notation is that of [4] . To compute this path integral, we need to invert the kinetic operator ∂ z ∂z, i.e. compute the Green's function
The subtlety when doing this directly comes from the fact that ∂ z and ∂z have zero modes on a compact Riemann surface Σ of genus g ≥ 1, that correspond to loop momentum. They are supported by g holomorphic and anti-holomorphic one-forms ω I andω J that span the cohomologies H (1,0) (Σ) and H (0,1) (Σ) :
In this equation and below, ∂ and∂ are operators ∂ = (∂/∂z)dz and∂ = (∂/∂z)dz, as defined in appendix A. We also abbreviate ∂ z := (∂/∂z) and likewise for ∂z. The holomorphic one-forms are dual to a homology of one-cycles, traditionally called a and b cycles, canonically defined by their intersection numbers a I ∩b J = δ I,J , for I, J = 1 . . . g, all other vanishing. Pairing a cycle with a form is done via the period map (ω, c) → c ω.
Normalising the period of the 1-forms on the a I cycles to δ IJ makes the periods along the b cycles define the period matrix Ω of the surface as follows
It is a symmetric g × g matrix with positive-definite imaginary part Im Ω > 0. Let us then fix a Riemann surface Σ of genus g. The kinetic operator can be inverted on the space orthogonal to the zero modes [2] [3] [4] and the equations that define the corresponding Green's function are
9)
where g is the determinant of the metric on the surface, as defined in A. These equations can be solved and yield
up to terms which we neglect because vanish on the support of momentum conservation. The prime form E is defined in (A.7). Its essential property is that it vanishes linearly on the diagonal
It is defined on the universal cover of Σ, because it has monodromies (given in eq. (A.9)) along a and b cycles transportation. The non-holomorphic correction in eq. (2.11) exactly cancels these monodromies and the Green's function is correctly defined on the surface and not its cover. The correlation function (2.4) is then computed by Wick's theorem:
Because of the non-holomorphic terms, this expression cannot be written as it stands as a modulus square. Note that they are absent at tree-level,
and the correlator (2.12) can be chirally split. At loops, where the ln |E| 2 term similarly poses no problem: in the exponential of (2.12) the problematic terms are
Let P be a point on the surface, so that we can decompose the integration
The diagonal terms Im
P ω J vanish by momentum conservation (summing over j in this case), so we keep only the crossed terms and we would want to rewrite (2.15) as
(the sign comes from flipping the orientation of the integration in one term). The reason why this identity is not straightforward is because it is valid if and only if all the paths from P to z i need to be uniquely defined. Hence, we are looking for a way to define uniquely, for all values of z i on Σ, a path from P to z i . Ambiguities can arise from z winding along a non-trivial cycles, and therefore what we describe is a way to cut open the Riemann surface into a polygon with 4g faces, called its canonical dissection, as in fig. 1 . It is defined by cutting open the surface along the a and b cycles, not considered anymore as representatives in the homology, but as actual curves, all of which touching in one point exactly.
Now, because the sum is factorized in (2.16), we can introduce a Gaussian d-dimensional integration so that
up to a global normalisation factor. Using that exp(−2 Im x) = | exp(x)| 2 , this expression can be further rewritten as a modulus square, and finally we have
where
19) which is eq.(2.99) of [4] . This is the content of chiral splitting for the bosonic part of the amplitudes.
The most important conclusion of this section is that the loop momenta are defined with respect to a specific canonical dissection, and not just the homology. Now we will see how this can be derived from looking at the classical trajectory for the field X; this will lead to a precise definition of the momentum flowing through a given cycle.
A consequence of working on a canonical dissection is that modular invariance (the freedom to change a and b cycles) is totally broken, because a and b cycles cannot be mixed anymore within the string integrand. Of course, re-integrating out the loop momentum gives modular invariant expressions.
Classical solution. Since the action is free, all those quantities could have been equivalently computed from the classical solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation with sources. For X, it can be obtained by varying the action (2.4) or, equivalently, by computing
using the individual two-point functions XX .
Let us follow the former approach. We want to minimize the following action
It is instructive to first do the computation at tree-level when there are not yet zero modes. The δ δX variation of this Lagrangian yields
Using that
this integrates once to
and then
The holomorphic part is determined by re-injecting this equation in the equations of motion and one finds
where x 0 = x L + x R is the zero-mode that gives rise to momentum conservation upon
Let us now go to loop level and consider a Riemann surface Σ of genus g. Analogously to the tree-level case, we can obtain the singular part of ∂X µ L (z) in terms of meromorphic differentials with single poles ω z + ,z − = ω z + ,z − (z)dz with residue ±1 at z = z ± . They are called abelian differentials of third kind 5 and can be uniquely defined by normalising to zero their periods along the a-cycles:
5 For a standard reference, see [21] .
For further convenience, let us denote c i the circles |z − z i | = . This allows to define a singular homology on Σ − {z 1 , . . . , z n } by augmenting that of Σ with these n new c cycles.
The new ingredient compared to the tree-level case is the presence of zero-modes for thē ∂ and ∂ operators, given by the holomorphic one-forms and their complex conjugates, as in (2.6). After the first integration of (2.22), we find
where z 0 is an extra variable whose dependence drops out by momentum conservation. I left unspecified the zero modes for the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic fields, they will be fixed later by physical requirement of measure a correctly normalised momentum. Integrating once more gives
Finally, X µ class is given by the sum of these two equations. To make contact with the previous derivation and eq. (2.19) in particular, note that the prime form is related to the abelian differentials of the third kind by
This also defines uniquely the zero modes of ∂X,∂X with correct normalisation. To measure the loop momentum flowing through a typical cycle C, which is a combination of the canonical a J cycles and c i cycles, we define the following flux
The normalisation is fixed in a first stage by demanding that integration along c i cycles provides momentum k i :
Then we have 1
if the loop momenta are taken to be purely imaginary. This derivation gives another check of this property which was originally observed in [4, 5] and that seems fundamental to string theory on euclidean worldsheets. It would be interesting to study the consequences of this fact in the ambitwistor string where a similar normalisation was observed to arise by matching against field theory computations in [22] . Open strings on orientable surfaces are obtained by modding out by the involution z z along the a-cycles of the string worldsheet [23] and letting the punctures live on the boundary of the surfaces. More precisely, if z = ρe iθ with θ ∈ [0, 2π[ is a local coordinate along an a cycle, we identify θ ↔ −θ. This is the natural involution to describe the gauge theory channel of open string amplitudes, which we will use later to apply the monodromy relations in open string theory and their induced relations in field theory. This involution can also be used to obtain some non-planar graphs, as long as they are given by orientable surfaces.
Note also that this turns the cycles of the canonical dissection into segments on the worldsheet such that a I ω J → a I ω J = δ IJ /2 where a I is a I modulo the involution.
3 Field theory integrand.
In this section we will investigate one implication of the previous considerations. Since there exists a global integrand in string theory, there needs to exist one in field theory, induced via the field theory limit. In practice, after studying the field theory limit itself, we will be able to describe the graph integrand topologies: external leg ordering, and labeling of the internal loop momenta. The understanding of the mechanism of the field theory limit of string graphs is almost as old as string theory itself [24] . It is produced by corners of the moduli space where the surface degenerate so that all internal edges become infinitely long and thin (this is a b-cycle statement) or equivalently where all a and c-cycles are pinched. This is a continuous process, known in the maths literature as a tropical limit [25] .
The property which we will need to describe the graphs loop-momentum-labeling is that the momentum flowing through a cycle is preserved by the field theory limit. As the momentum is a zero-mode, it is not affected by the decoupling of the excited states of the string, therefore the result which we seek for is physically sound and the problem reduces to a computational matter. Let C be a closed curve made of a I -and c i -cycles:
where a is either a a cycle or a c cycle with coefficient 1. This defines implicitly the set I C . This excludes the possibility that our cycle C could wind multiple times. For illustrative purposes, see fig. 2 . Let us call the corresponding momentum Figure 2 . From the picture we see that C ∪ (a 2 )
−1 and the momentum flowing through C is given by
with obvious notations for the summation. The crucial point is that this quantity is a topological invariant, therefore it cannot change as we deform continuously the surface when taking the field theory limit. We now will check this property and see that when the C cycle degenerates, as in fig. 3 .1 and show that a propagator 1/p 2 C factorizes out of the string amplitude.
Single pinching of a Riemann surface.
There are two types of degenerations that a Riemann surface can undergo: separating and non-separating. The separating degeneration corresponds to pinching off a trivial cycle in the homology or a c-cycle: it splits appart a surface of genus g into two surfaces of genera g 1 and g 2 such that g = g 1 + g 2 . A non-separating degeneration pinches off an a-type cycle and the resulting object is a surface with genus decreased by one unit and two extra punctures. This is the case of interest for us because we want to check that a propagator with expected loop momentum labeling is generated. An example of such a degeneration is provided in fig.3.1 .
Firstly, let us observe that we do not loose in generality by considering that the a cycle part of our C cycle is the cycle a g (we could always relabel the a cycles).
The degeneration of the Riemann surface is done via the so-called plumbing fixture construction see [26] or [4, 27] . In this construction, the degenerating curve Σ g is constructed from a Riemann surface of genus g − 1, Σ g−1 with period matrix Ω g−1 and a pair of points marked on the surface p a and p b . To construct Σ g , one constructs two pairs of circles centered around p a and p b : C a and C b ' of radius 1 and C a , C b of radius |q| < 1 for complex number q that parametrizes the degeneration. The internal disk is then cut out of the surface and the annuli between the disks are identified via an invertible map
The extra a cycle a g is a closed loop around C a for instance; the extra b cycle b g is a line that connects any two points z a and z b in the annuli that obey z a z b = q. Choosing Figure 3 . Illustration of the plumbing fixture construction.
|z a | = |z b | = |q| ensures that when q = 0, the extra cycle is really the line connecting the two points p a andp b which are identified. Then, if Ω g is the period matrix of Σ g , Fay in [26] proves that designate the surface Σ h to which it is associated for h = g, g − 1.
With this, we can already extract the degeneration of the quadratic term in the loop momentum in the exponential in eq.(2.19):
To study the degeneration of the other two term in (2.19), we need the degeneration of the differential forms one-forms. That of the holomorphic forms is standard and detailed in the references mentioned above:
This allows to extract the degeneration of the second term in (2.19):
We therefore need to evaluate the integrals
pa,p b . The circle cycle C defined as above is represented on the previous picture in figure 4 . It cuts out the surface into two distinct components (we are still working in the canonical dissection hence one should not cross through the a cycles).
... Figure 4 . Illustration of the plumbing fixture construction.
When P and z i are on the same side, almost nothing is to be done and
pa,p b provides directly two terms similar to the k i · k j terms of eq.(2.19). To see this, we use the reciprocity theorem 6 for abelian differentials of the third kind with zero a periods:
Therefore we have that
which now has the desired form, if z 0 is chosen as in (2.30), (2.31). While these terms have been easy to obtain, the ones that descend from degenerating the other terms in the exponent of (2.19) that contribute to induce a new Koba-Nielsen factor on the resulting pinched-and-dissected surface are more subtle and we shall not treat them here, but instead focus exclusively on how the propagator 1/p 2 C is produced. If now z i is on the other side of the cycle C, the path between P and z i is a sum of two segments, as in fig. 4 :
As seen in the picture, the path can be deformed so as to make apparent that it contains the following integral:
Generically, this term is equal to τ , up to sub-leading corrections or order O(1) + O(q). If we follow the refinement of the plumbing fixture construction developed in [27] called the "funnel formalism", this integral is exactly equal to lower right entry of the period matrix τ in eq. (3.3), see [27, (3.27) ]. 7 If I = {i 1 . . . i k } denotes the set of particles being on the other side of the cycle C, from those terms we therefore get a global factor of
6 See e.g. [21, III.7] -our ωP Q forms are denoted τP Q there. 7 The extra bits of the contour add up to create what becomes the Koba-Nielsen factor on the cut surface, which are not in the scope of this paper as we said above.
Finally we need to investigate the last category of terms, those of the form k i ·k j z j P ω z i ,z 0 . But the degeneration is essentially identical to what we did before. When z j is on the same side of the cycle as P , nothing happens. If z j is on the other side, we get a factor of τ for each of these z j .
Equivalently, because of the equation (2.32) we need the degeneration of the prime form. In [25] , the full degeneration of the string worldsheet integrals into worldline graphs ("tropical graphs") was studied and it was verified that the logarithm of the prime form descends to the worldline propagator of [28] . The latter is given by the sum of the distance in the graph between two points, which essentially parametrizes the degeneration. In field theory, for a graph with an edge of proper time T , there always is a modulus of the Riemann surface parametrized by q = exp(−2π(T /α + θ) → 0 for θ ∈ [0; 2π[ such that ln(E(x, y)) = ln(q) + ... If we now look at our case where the surface is degenerated in one cycle, this fact needs to remain true (essentially because the limit is continuous and the deformation of this cylinder does not influence the other moduli of the surface to first approximation) and all the propagators ln(|E(z i , z j )|) that end up splitting appart two punctures on each side of C produce a factor of ln(q). 8 If we call I and J the (disjoint) sets of punctures on each side of the cut, we get a total factor of ln(q) i∈I,j∈J
To conclude, we can collect all the terms that undergo a degeneration in (2.19). They conspire to produce a quadratic propagator given by K 2 = ( + k i ) 2 which appear as follows
where we have used that a d 2 τ ∝ d 2 q/|q| 2 is a modulus of the surface, and hence is being integrated over in the full string amplitude. It can also be checked that all other dependence on the modulus drops, to sub-leading order, as far as the exponential is concerned. 9 Using this property in combination with the observation that the cycle running through a node is a topological invariant proves that all the graphs obtained in the tropical or fieldtheory limit can be given a uniform loop momentum. In the next section we study this labeling and use it in the monodromy relations.
Graph labeling in the field theory limit
Closed string. Let us now study the graph labelling induced in the field theory limit for this closed string picture. The choice of the point where the cycles touch in fig. 1 Figure 5 . Handle-representation drawing of the pinching that we studied in this section.
the possible degeneration channels and the associated momenta. The graphs are obtained by letting the puncture travel through the whole surface, and pinching all possible a-type cycles. To identify the momentum flowing through an inner edge, work out which homology cycle being pinched (as in fig. 8 ) on the Riemann surface and derive the momentum flowing through it with the rules of eqs. (2.34), (2.33) .
The fact that the punctures move over the whole surface implies in particular that, for a given type of degeneration with prescribed momenta, all the graphs with legs permuted should appear in the integrand.
Open string. In the open string, the graph labeling that emerges from the integration over the string moduli space is similar to the closed string picture, expect that individual graphs are color ordered. This allows to select restricted classes of numerators when studying properties like the monodromy relations.
The open string will be the subject of the next section where we study the monodromy relations at two and three loops. I give there more details and examples on the systematics of the limit and the labeling.
Non-planar graphs There are two types of non-planar contributions present in the field theory limit of closed string graphs (in gravity amplitudes); non-planar vacuum graphs and planar vacuum graphs where external legs are inside. While the latter may seem to cause no troubles concerning the definition of the loop momentum, the former may appear problematic. They are actually not and are neatly generated by the mechanism of the field theory limit (pinching a-cycles), therefore they also come with a uniquely defined loop-momentum. The interested readers can look at the graph in fig. 6 and convince themselves that the graph Figure 6 . Non-planar-looking closed string graph. suggested by the drawing of this Riemann surface can be obtained from a regular "planarlooking" genus 4 surface by pinching a sum of a cycles with ±1 coefficients.
There are non-orientable open string graphs, and it would be interesting to study the loop momentum of these graphs too. 10 4 Application to the monodromy relations in open string and gauge theory at loop-level.
Monodromy relations to all loop orders were derived in [6] in a representation involving loop momentum. Compared to the tree-level case [8, 9] , the relations do not hold at the level of the amplitude but at the level of the integrand. This stems from the fact that the integrand has both local and global monodromies, and the latter involve phases that depend on the loop momentum. The whole construction is fairly simple and exposed in [6] so it will not be reviewed too deeply here. The basic idea is to consider a particular open-string loop-diagram with particles ordered along the boundaries (inner and outer). Using a representation with loop momentum yields directly an integrand that is holomorphic, as we saw above. Therefore, taking one of these particles along a closed contour inside the surface gives, via the residue theorem, that the sum of all individual portion vanishes exactly at the integrand level. Each portion can be rewritten as a properly ordered open string integrand but at the cost of picking up a phase, that depends on the loop momentum when the particle is on a different boundary than the one we started from. The portions of the contour that run along the a-cycles (in red in fig. 7 ) cancel after loop momentum integration (they are related by a simple shift in the loop momentum see [30] for detailed examples at one-loop).
Two loops
To be concrete, I provide an example of the field theory limit of two-loop four-gluon amplitude in type I superstring.s
The orientable topologies of the open-string amplitude (no cross-caps) for N = 4 YangMills at two loops are obtained from the celebrated two-loop formulae for closed strings of D'Hoker & Phong [31] . They read
up to a global normalisation factor, and where A tree (1, 2, 3, 4) is the tree-level four-gluon colour-ordered partial amplitude, while the kinematics invariants are defined by s ij = −(k i + k j ) 2 . The integration ordered along the boundary (∂Σ) 4 {∀i = 1 . . . 4, z i ∈ ∂Σ, z 1 < z 2 < z 3 < z 4 } and Y S is defined by
in terms of the differential forms bilinears
For maximally supersymmetric amplitudes in general at two loops in type I and type II, the field theory limit procedure was worked out in [25, 32] and the numerators are given by the tropical limit of the factor Y S , which equals the kinematic invariant s ij whenever the two legs are on the same b-cycle and no sub-triangle is present in the graph, which matches the field theory result of [33] (this means that we just have double-box and non-planar double-box graphs).
In terms of the string loop-integrand
orient , the monodromy relations of [6] at two loops read:
The two terms on the rightmost part correspond to non-planar amplitudes where the particle 1 is integrated along the first and second inner disks of the two-loop open string graph, respectively (from left to right in fig. 7 ). The symbol means "up to terms that vanish after momentum integration". These are generated by integrals along the boundary of the cut surface and correspond to loop momentum shifts. 
All other diagrams are suppressed by supersymmetry in the field theory limit, because of the properties of the tropical limit of the integrand given by Y S that we just described. These graphs are scalar graphs, with their denominator, and with the same numerator s 12 = −(k 1 + k 2 ) 2 because Y s = s 34 = s 12 (again see [25, Tab. 1, p. 41] ). Therefore, these graphs are just scalar graphs with constant numerator. Using the antisymmetry of the three-point vertex [6, 30] , we can equate the two graphs on the second line up to a sign and reduce the factors in front of the graphs to differences of propagators,
In this way, six terms are produced which almost cancel pairwise: (4.9) In this equation, the plain (resp. dashed) lines correspond to a positive (resp. negative sign). Four terms cancel pairwise, while two, the negative contribution of the first graph and the positive one of the last graph, differ by a shift in the loop momentum as:
Because the relation is exact at fixed loop momentum, this gives a precise definition the terms in the right-hand side. A more graphical explanation of this phenomenon can be found in [30] . At any rate, after loop momentum integration, these terms cancel, as they should. Note that for more generic amplitudes, the numerators are not simply constants anymore and the field theory limit of the terms on the right-hand side could provide interesting physical quantities. These will be studied elsewhere. This derivation provides a stronger check than the unitarity cut check that was originally performed in [6] .
A relation at three loops
What we have seen so far is that the string representation in terms of loop momentum induces a global definition of the loop momentum. Now we will investigate a new phenomenon related to this that arises at three loops: there are two different vacuum topologies of 1-particleirreducible graphs, mercedes and ladder, which share the same loop momentum.
After characterizing this effect, we will work out an example of application of the monodromy relations to support further that their connection to the BCJ color-kinematics duality extends to all loops. Figure 8 displays two representative graphs that follow from the field theory limit of the open string graph on the left-hand side. Both these graphs appear under the same loopmomentum integral in the field theory limit, and provide a natural correspondence between the same loop momentum but in different graphs.
The monodromy relations in string theory at three-loops are obtained by followed the method exposed in [6] . Circulating the leg 1 inside a previously planar graph with ordering 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 as in fig. 8 yields a relation, whose field theory limit is given by
The notations are similar to those of eq. (4.4). The terms on the second line correspond to non-planar amplitudes where the particle 1 is integrated along the first, second and third inner disks, respectively, according to the numbering of the a cycles in fig. 8 . Many graphs arise in this integrand relation. 11 They mix different topologies and orderings. The systematics of the propagator cancelation is similar to what happens at two loops. We illustrate this below for a particular subset of these graphs, which will give stronger evidence that a BCJ representation always satisfy the monodromy relation, up to the loopmomentum shifting terms.
The main point is that this sum of graphs can be re-organized into BCJ triplets. For instance, the following four terms appear in the sum in the left-hand side of (4.11):
where +... indicate the rest of the terms of the sum. These graphs represent full integrands: numerators over denominator. They are those of any gauge theory we started with in the open string. 12 With the momenta are distributed as in fig 8, it is easy to see that the factors in front of the graphs indeed recombine into differences of irreducible propagators which organise themselves as a BCJ identity with shifted momenta of the form: (4.14)
The three terms above therefore combine into a BCJ triplet involving some loop momentum shifts on top of denominators with one propagator canceled. We have worked out the specific case that is the most delicate, i.e. the one that involves loop momentum shifts. The other triplet identities are simpler and therefore it is very reasonable to guess that the property persists for all types of tri-valent graphs also including those with internal triangles, bubbles or not -see [30] for examples at one loop.
Note that an identity that would mix up mercedes and ladder topologies requires to apply the monodromy relations twice or to start from a non-planar amplitude.
To sum up the relations that stem from the monodromy relations in the field theory limit, we schematically denote by the letter J G,e the sum of BCJ triplets for the graph G with one inner edge e contracted. We obtain:
In the generalised double copy construction [34] , these J-functions generate higher point vertices that need to be canceled by introducing contact terms. The structure of these objects is still quite poorly understood, in particular how to simplify them as much as possible, and it would be interesting to see if the monodromy relations can provide some formal constraints on these objects, maybe in relation to the loop shifting terms of the right-hand side.
Discussion
An integrand in field theory. In this paper we analyzed some aspects related to the definition of the loop momentum in string and field theory. This formalism was mostly developed to be applied to the monodromy relations, but it would be very interesting to see if the global integrand defined in this way has any nice physical properties. Furthermore, in standard perturbative field theory there is no particular notion of field theory integrand except in the case of planar amplitudes: this has lead to remarkable constructions such as the all-loop integrand for planar N = 4 super-Yang Mills [35] and the amplituhedron [36] . This program was then extended to gravitational theories in [37] and it would be interesting to see if all these constructions are connected to the general considerations presented in this paper.
The ambitwistor string [38] , based on the scattering equation formalism [39] also provide loop integrands [22, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . The bottleneck in pushing this formalism to all loops has so far been the understanding of the geometry of the moduli space and the connection to the zeromodes (loop-momentum) in the path integral. There is no doubts that a better understanding of the loop momentum in string theory should help to fix these issues.
Kawai-Lewellen-Tye Since they realize splitting of the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic degrees of freedom in string integrands, loop momentum representations should also be linked to the extension of the tree-level Kawai-Lewellen-Tye [49, 50] formulae to loop-level. Recently, Mizera has reformulated in the language of twisted cycles this program [51, 52] and a deeper understanding of the loop momentum will be necessary to understand these constructions at loop-level where global monodromies arise. Relatedly, it would be very interesting to see if these relations can be extended to amplitudes relations. The theory developped in [53] for field theory integrands, inspired from [51] , would seem like a natural starting point to study these questions. Relatedly, "generalized elliptic functions" have been introduced in [54] [55] [56] [57] and it would be interesting to see if a proper treatment of the loop momentum can help in characterizing the nature of these objects.
Twisted strings and modular invariance Twisted strings 13 are the tensionful versions of ambitwistor strings. To my knowledge, the first time such a construction was mentioned is in the paper [62] , and in spirit they were present in [63, 64] already. Classically, they are just identical to traditional string theory; but their quantization is modified (different operator ordering) which results in a truncated spectrum. The cleanest way to understrand their scattering amplitudes is at tree-level so far, via the twisted period relations of [52] .
It is conjectured [58] that the loop level version should also involve only a change in oscillator modes of the string, therefore all we said here about the loop-momentum zeromodes should apply to the twisted string too. However, loop amplitudes have proven difficult to write so far, and a very good hope to guess them would be to generalize the twisted period relations to loop-level. This ties in with the previous paragraph on KLT.
One could even think of using these twisted string loop amplitudes to then take the ambitwistor string limit (tensionless limit of the twisted string, see [58] [59] [60] and [65, 66] ). But one may doubt that this could produce a sensible answer, mostly because the loop momentum breaks modular invariance [4] and the saddle point equations of the tensionless limit [67] seem to induce a maximum value for the loop momentum, while all values should be allowed and integrated on to give back the original integral without loop momentum. This problem will be studied elsewhere.
We also have
We will use the language of differential forms (all conventions are spelled out in appendix A), upon which, essentially, c and trivial signs along a cycles.
